TO LOG ON TO TEG REMOTE VIEWING STATION

- Locate a PC that has TEG Remote Viewing Software loaded
- Double click TEG icon on desktop

This will bring you to the LOGIN screen:
  - **Username** – go to drop down menu and select SITE ADMINISTRATOR
  - **Password** – teg (all lower case – case sensitive)

There will be a LOGON prompt at top left of the screen.
  - Select TEMPORARY OPERATOR, then select LOGON.

You will now be at the TEG MAIN SCREEN with access to all patient tracings in the database.
TO MAXIMIZE A TEG TRACING

- While at the TEG MAIN SCREEN, double click directly on the patient tracing you would like to view.
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TO SELECT & OVERLAY MULTIPLE TRACINGS

- Click the **Multi** button from the toolbar

- Select/click on the tracings you would like to overlay, then click **Done** from the toolbar

- To toggle between the multiple tracings, press the **PAGE UP** or **PAGE DOWN** buttons on your keyboard.
TO RETRIEVE PLATELET MAPPING RESULTS

- Click **MULTI** on the toolbar.

- Select/click on the patients **CK baseline** tracing, the **activator (A)** tracing, and the **ADP** tracing (ADP shows effects of drugs, neutraceuticals, and conditions that reduce platelet aggregation).

- Click **DONE** on the toolbar.

- The data at the bottom of the tracings will be the basic TEG information, and the percent inhibition and percent aggregation will display in a pop-up box at the right.

- To view aspirin inhibition results, click the **MAIN** button on toolbar to go back to the main screen.

- Repeat the process of selecting three tracings, this time choosing **CK**, **A-A**, and **AA**, to see the effect of aspirin and NSAIDs.
TO FILTER TRACINGS

- Select the **FILTER** button (top left of toolbar)
- Choose which way you’d like to filter the data (**PATIENT**, **SAMPLE TYPE**, **DATE**, etc)
- Click **APPLY FILTER**.

TO OVERLAY A NORMAL TEG TRACING FOR COMPARISON

- While viewing a tracing, click the **NORMAL** button (middle of toolbar)

TO PRINT A TEG REPORT

- Select/double click on the tracing you want a report on and click the **REPORT** button (top left of toolbar) then **REPORT OPTIONS** appears.
- Click **CONTINUE**
- Click **PRINT**.